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Ice Breaker

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vYJyOGKCHE


● Updated ratings after our second 
tournament!
○ Our top 5 leaders are...

1. JK1084 (1957)
2. K123kbzhhd (1860)
3. chess-jazzmine (1750)
4. Leafeon8910 (1671)
5. Elleni123 (1670)

Rating Sheet



Pin= When a piece is stuck 
because there is a more valuable 
piece behind it.

Absolute pin= The piece is 
pinned to a king

Relative pin= The piece is pinned 
to another piece other than the 
king.

Lecture- Pins

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjpKC9SMvKs


Text answers in Zoom chat either to everyone or 

privately to Hwan 

1. What black piece is pinned to the black king?

2. Is this pin an absolute pin or a relative pin?

3. How can black get out of this pin?

Practice

Answers: 

1. The knight is pinned to the black king. 
The knight cannot move because it 
would put the king in check.

2. This pin is an absolute pin because the 
knight is pinned to the king.

3. Black can get out of this pin by moving 
his rook on b7 to d7. The knight is then 
free to move.



Text answers in Zoom chat either to everyone or 

privately to Hwan 

1. How many points of material does White 

have?

2. How many points of material does Black have?

3. What is the special move White can play to be 

winning?

Practice

Answers: 

1. Pawn= 1 point Queen= 9 point Rook=5 
point, so 17 points

2. Bishop= 3 points, so 15 points
3. Bishop C4! The queen is absolutely 

pinned to the king! You will win the 
queen the next move



Fork/double attack: When 
one piece (mostly a knight or 
pawn) is attacking two 
pieces at once

Lecture- Forks

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgAbXPBeVEI


Text answers in Zoom chat either to everyone or 

privately to Hwan 

1. How many points of material does White have?

2. How many points of material does Black have?

3. What is the fork White can play to be winning?

Practice

Answers: 

1. 4 points
2. 9 points
3. Knight to d5!! It forks both the king and 

queen. After the king moves, the knight 
takes the queen.



This puzzle is more advanced because it involves 
another tactic: sacrificing.

There is a combination of moves white can play to 
be up in material. Can you find it?

Practice (advanced)

Answer

● Queen takes black knight on c8! 
After king takes, white knight 
moves to e7 forking the king and 
queen. 



https://lichess.org/V2OZjNX4/black

Chess Analysis

https://lichess.org/V2OZjNX4/black


Tournament
We already sent an email to join our chess 
tourney beforehand, but in case people don’t 
have the link, it is 
https://lichess.org/tournament/zND86fck

Password: seventreesbranch 

Note: ratings will be updated on rating sheet 
after this tournament

This Link will not work if you did not join our 
team. The majority of our group already joined 
our team, but if you have not please text 
privately to Hwan. 
 

https://lichess.org/tournament/zND86fck

